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Three stories in each book

Towing Path Tales (Book 1)
The first story, A TOWING PATH TALE is about a boy, Bert Smith whose best friend is Princess, a horse. Princess
rescues Bert from dangerous situations: BUT is she real?
Another story about Bert. DIFFERENT SORTS OF LESSONS is about a strict authoritarian school and Bert, who’s
not used to this, is not likely to put up with it! A dangerous situation gains him a friend.
ONE CHRISTMAS. A Christmas Eve stroll through Brentford and Bert is lost. He values his warm coat and is set
upon by thieves determined to steal it, but a friend from the past intervenes.

More Towing Path Tales (Book 2)
STOWAWAYS are not welcome on narrowboats. Four-legged ones are often thrown into the water. But what
happens when Bert discovers a two legged one?
PA'S GOOD NAME is at risk when part of a costly cargo goes missing. Pa has been tricked and knows the culprit,
someone so sly that the police have trouble arresting him. Can Pa and Bert track down the thief and prove Pa's
innocence?
MA GETS HER WAY despite Pa saying "no" when Ma hankers after a little house. A visit to a fair and Pa changes his
mind. Without Ma, work is doubled for Pa and Bert. They hire a youngster who is useless and causes trouble. When he
takes a switch to Nellie, the horse, Pa threatens him and the boy runs away. Have they a solution to their problems?
A Particular Year (Book 3)
Bert experiences many adventures in A Particular Year including some life-changing incidents, not least a fire, the
outbreak of war and the introduction of motor engines. All impact on life on a canal narrowboat.
About the author
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